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- Very nice! But:
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module Pico-syntax
imports Pico-Identifiers Pico-Integers Pico-Strings Types
exports
sorts PROGRAM
context-free syntax
  "begin" DECLS {STATEMENT ";"}* "end" -> PROGRAM
  "declare" {ID-TYPE ","}* ";" -> DECLS
  PICO-ID ":" TYPE -> ID-TYPE
  PICO-ID ":=" EXP -> STATEMENT
  "if" EXP "then" {STATEMENT ";"}* "else" {STATEMENT ";"}* "fi" -> STATEMENT
  "while" EXP "do" {STATEMENT ";"}* "od" -> STATEMENT
  PICO-ID -> EXP
  PICO-NAT-CON -> EXP
  PICO-STR-CON -> EXP
  EXP "+" EXP -> EXP {left}
  EXP "-" EXP -> EXP {left}
  EXP "+" EXP -> EXP {left}
Transformer

module Pico-Replace
imports Pico-syntax
exports
context-free syntax
  replace(PROGRAM,ID,ID) -> PROGRAM {traversal(trafo)}
equations
[] replace(Id1,Id1,Id2) = Id2

Figure 2:
Transformer (cont’d)

```
replace(
begin
    declare
        input  : natural,
        output : natural;
    input  := 12;
    output := 1;
    while input - 1 do
        output := output * 2;
        input := input - 1
    od
end, input, INPUT)
```

Figure 3:
begin
    declare
        INPUT  : natural,
        output : natural;
    INPUT  := 12;
    output := 1;
    while INPUT - 1 do
        output := output * 2;
        INPUT := INPUT - 1
    od
end
Accumulator

module Pico-Count
imports Pico-syntax
exports
count(PROGRAM,NAT) -> NAT {traversal(accu)}
equations
[] count(Id,Nat) = suc(Nat)

Figure 5:
Accumulating Transformer

module Pico-ReplaceCount
imports Pico-syntax
exports
context-free syntax
   replacecount(PROGRAM,NAT,ID,ID) -> PROGRAM # NAT
   {traversal(accu,trafo)}
equations
[] replacecount(Id1,Nat,Id1,Id2) = (Id2,suc(Nat))

Figure 6:
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- Significant reduction in number of rules
- Interpreter efficient enough
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Future work:
  Efficient compilation
Questions